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Astronaut



Virtual astronaut



Virtual astronaut

with Apollo astronauts
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Apollo 17

Tom Stafford
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Buzz Aldrin
Apollo 11



Number of known planets

7 January 1610  Total = 6 + 3
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7 January 1610  Total = 6 + 3
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7 January 1610  Total = 6 + 3

Galileo

Jupiter

Number of known planets



7 January 1992  Total = 6 + 3

392 YEARS
AFTER THAT

Number of known planets



7 January 1992  Total = 6 + 2

392 YEARS
AFTER THAT

Number of known planets

dwarf planet



We are here

This morning  Total = 999

+  3548

candidate

planets

ONLY 21 YEARS
AFTER THAT

Number of known planets
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LANETS

LANETS

LANETS



EXOPLANET CLUB



We are here

This morning  Total = 999

+  3548

candidate

planets

Number of known planets



A mechanical orrery







Jupiter

Earth



Jupiter

Earth



Kepler 20 fKepler 20 e

Venus Earth



Kepler 20 f

Moon Mercury Earth

Kepler 37 b



We’re finding 

many new planets

even if we can’t

christen them

with clever

names



Why look

for other

planets?



An

escape

route ?



To better

know 

Earth



Understanding our Earth

To fully understand our Earth  



To fully understand our Earth  

we must 

have 

other

examples

Understanding our Earth



To fully understand our Earth  

we must 

have 

other

examples

How do you find.

an exoplanet?

Looking for other planets



Taking a picture?

Could we photograph

another Earth  

around

another star?



Planets are faint !



When the Voyager 1 space probe

looked back from a distance only 

20 times further from the Sun 

than the Earth …

Planets are faint !



Earth

When the Voyager 1 space probe

looked back from a distance only 

20 times further from the Sun 

than the Earth,

Planets are faint !

it took

this

snapshot

of our

home 

planet distance ≈  300 billion km.



When      The Voyager 1 space probe

looked back from a distance only 

20 times further from the Sun 

than the Earth

Planets are faint !

Now

imagine taking

that picture of Earth

from a distance

1½ billion times

farther away d ≈   90 million billion km.

close
star

a



Lighthouses are bright !

Planets are faint !

if you’re close enough



Flashlights are faint ! .

Lighthouses are bright !





A sun from afar



A sun from afar
is a billion times         brighter …



than an

hidden

A sun from afar
is a billion times         brighter …

Earth

in its
glare







We can’t photograph an alien Earth … not yet

Taking a picture?

exoEarth

star hiding
in the
glare



To fully understand our Earth  

we must 

have 

other

examples

How do you find.

an exoplanet?

Looking for other planets



Gravity is a mutual attraction 

between two bodies

like the Sun and the Earth

Earth

Sun

The orbit of the Earth

Stars and planets aren’t nailed down in space



Gravity is a mutual attraction 

between two bodies

like the Sun and the Earth

Earth

Sun

Stars and planets aren’t nailed down in space

… so both bodies

move in response to

their common force

… and the orbit of the Sun



Stars & planets are spheres.

and they orbit in ellipses.

(sometimes in circles)

but their orbital motions.

are also a lot like a pair of.

square dancers.

Stars and planets swing dance



Stars and planets swing dance



Stars and planets swing dance



Stars and planets swing dance



Stars and people swing dance

Two girls dancing
They have the same weight

Two stars orbiting
They have the same mass

The girls and the stars
swing around a point 

in the middle



Little boy & girl dancing
Boy is heavier than girl

The swing point is closer
to the heavier boy and 
the more massive star

Two stars orbiting
One more massive than the other

Stars and people swing dance



Father & baby dancing
Dad way heavier

Planet orbiting star
Star way more massive

The swing point is 
very close to Dad and to

the centre of the star

Stars and people swing dance



Dancing with the stars

Other planetary systems

Stars and planets may be        

spheres and orbit in ellipses, 

sometimes in circles, but 

their orbital motions are 

also like square dancers

A star and planet both 

swing around a mutual point 

on a line between them –

their centre of mass – which 

is much closer to the star’s 

centre because the star is  

much more massive than the planet



Other planetary systems

Dancing with the stars

Stars and planets may be        

spheres and orbit in ellipses, 

sometimes in circles, but 

their orbital motions are 

also like square dancers

A star and planet both 

swing around a mutual point 

on a line between them –

their centre of mass – which 

is much closer to the star’s 

centre because the star is  

much more massive than the planet

star

planet

centre
of mass



Give the band a big hand 

Figrin D'an  and  the Modal Nodes



The star and planet orbit 

a common centre of mass 

causing the star to ‘wobble’ 

with the same period as

the unseen planet 

How to detect an exoplanet

centre of mass



How does a speeder get a ticket?

Light – More than meets the eye



How does a speeder get a ticket?

Light – More than meets the eye

The world’s first..

speeding ticket?

This citation was issued

to Lady Laurier (wife of 

the Prime Minister)

in Ottawa in 1910

for driving a motor

vehicle faster than

the speed limit of

10 miles per hour 

(17 kph)!



How does a speeder get a ticket?

Light – More than meets the eye

And an astronomer find an alien planet?





The Doppler Effect, Sheldon and Hallowe’en

Light – More than meets the eye

Leonard, Sheldon, Howard & Raj have been invited to 

Penny’s Hallowe’en party.  Penny admires everyone’s 

costumes, but is puzzled by Sheldon’s.



The Doppler Effect, Sheldon and Hallowe’en

Light – More than meets the eye



The Doppler Effect explained by Sheldon

“It's the apparent change

in the frequency of a wave 

caused by the relative motion 

between the source of the wave 

and the observer” 

Light – More than meets the eye



Light – More than meets the eye

If a source of waves is not 

moving, then the waves radiate

symmetrically in all directions 

with the same wavelength

The Doppler Effect explained by Jaymie



The Doppler Effect

Light – More than meets the eye

If a source of waves is not 

moving, then the waves radiate

symmetrically in all directions 

with the same wavelength

If it’s moving towards you,

then the wavecrests passing

you are closer together and the 

wavelength you measure is 

reduced



The Doppler Effect

Light – More than meets the eye

If a source of waves is not 

moving, then the waves radiate

symmetrically in all directions 

with the same wavelength

If it’s moving away from you,

then the wavecrests passing

you are further apart and

the wavelength you measure is 

increased



The Doppler Effect

Sound – More than meets the ear

If a source of waves is not 

moving, then the waves radiate

symmetrically in all directions 

with the same wavelength

If it’s emitting sound waves

and moving at the speed of 

sound, then its velocity is

called Mach 1



The Doppler Effect

If a source of waves is not 

moving, then the waves radiate

symmetrically in all directions 

with the same wavelength

If it’s emitting sound waves

and moving at the speed of 

sound, then its velocity is

called Mach 1

The resulting shock wave is 

heard as a sonic boom

Actual photo of a jet and the surrounding air

as the plane breaks the sound barrier

Sound – More than meets the ear



Actual video of a jet and the surrounding air

as the plane breaks the sound barrier

Sound – More than meets the ear



Preview for this summer’s Superman movie

as the Man of Steel breaks the sound barrier

Sound – More than meets the ear



nothing can travel faster than the speed of light

and be superluminal

The Doppler Effect

If a source of waves is not 

moving, then the waves radiate

symmetrically in all directions 

with the same wavelength

If it’s travelling faster

than the speed of sound 

the source of waves is 

supersonic

As far as we know

Sound – More than meets the ear



Can you give

me a lift ?

…except Superman and the Millennium Falcon



299792

299792



Sun                 150,000,000
next star 40 trillion!!

1,080,000,
000 kph



The Doppler Effect

How a speeder gets a ticket

Light – More than meets the eye



spectrograph
Star and planet orbit 

around a common 

centre of mass 

causing the star 

to ‘wobble’ with the 

same period as the 

unseen planet 

spectrum

© Nick Strobel

astronomynotes.com

Other planetary systems



The star and planet orbit 

a common centre of mass 

causing the star to ‘wobble’ 

with the same period as

the unseen planet 

How to detect an exoplanet

centre of mass



centre of mass

A Grade ‘Eh’ Canadian idea

The star and planet orbit 

a common centre of mass 

causing the star to ‘wobble’ 

with the same period as

the unseen planet 



Exoplanets – the pioneers

Gordon Walker

UBC

Bruce Campbell

University of Victoria



The first planet around 

another Sun-like star

(called 51 Pegasi)

was announced in 1995

by Swiss astronomers 

Michel Mayor and

Didier Queloz using the 

sensitive Doppler speed 

measurement approach

pioneered at UBC and UVic 

1995  

Radar gun for stars:  successful!



The first known “hot Jupiter”

The planet, designated

51 Pegasi b was a surprise

The planet’s mass

is at least

1/3 the mass of Jupiter

but its orbit puts the planet

20 times closer to its sun

than we are to our Sun 



No way that can be a 

real planet! A gas giant 

so close to its star?!?

One of my UBC
students last term

The first known “hot Jupiter”

The planet, designated

51 Pegasi b was a surprise

The planet’s mass

is at least

1/3 the mass of Jupiter

but its orbit puts the planet

20 times closer to its sun

than we are to our Sun 





If you want to make a Solar System …



If you want to make a Solar System …

maybe you’ve got to break a few eggs



We’re rewriting the textbooks



A pens to rewrite the textbooks



My pens to rewrite the textbooks



Pens that draw light curves



Pens that draw light curves

ultraprecise
measurements

of the brightnesses
of stars and
exoplanets



MOST
microsat

54 kg

not to scale

Canada

designed, built
and operated

at UBC

Canada’s first space telescope

Microvariability & 
Oscillations
of STars



Hubble Space Telescope 

America’s space telescope



Hubble Space Telescope 

MOST 

Canada’s space telescope 
shown to scale



Hubble Space Telescope 

MOST 

Canada’s space telescope 
Microvariability & Oscillations of STars

Microvariabilité et Oscillations STellaire



Space TelescopeThe “Humble”

MOST 

Hubble Space Telescope 

Canada’s space telescope 



Space TelescopeThe “Humble” Squarepants 

Canada’s space telescope 



University of British Columbia

CRESTech, Spectral Applied Research

Ceravolo Optical Systems

which can see 
oscillations in starlight 

as small as 
1 part per million

( 0.0001% ) 

An ultraprecise  light meter in space



How  sensitive is MOST?

To see a drop in brightness of only 
1 part per million …



How  sensitive is MOST?

Imagine looking at the 

Empire State Building

at night with

all the lights on and 

office blinds open

To see a drop in brightness of only 
1 part per million



To see a drop in brightness of only 
1 part per million

Imagine looking at the 

Empire State Building

at night with

all the lights on and 

office blinds open

and having one person 
pull down one blind

How  sensitive is MOST?



To see a drop in brightness of only 
1 part per million

Imagine looking at the 

Empire State Building

at night with

all the lights on and 

office blinds open

and having one person 
pull down one blind

by 3 centimetres 

How  sensitive is MOST?



MOST
microsat

54 kg

not to scale

Canada

designed, built
and operated

at UBC

Canada’s first space telescope

Microvariability & 
Oscillations
of STars



10 years in space!

MOST was launched from the 

Plesetsk Cosmodrome

in northern Russia 

on  30 June 2013



MOST = Microvariability and

Oscillations of STars



All Canadians have an opportunity

to inspire Canadian space science

You can be a

modern space pioneer

MOST = My Own Space Telescope



All Canadians have an opportunity

to inspire Canadian space science

MOST = My Own Space Telescope

The MOST Team invites all students and 

amateur astronomers to submit proposals

Are you looking
.to take things

to the next level?



Are you looking
.to take things

to the next level?

… where the next level
is 800 km overhead!

All Canadians have an opportunity

to inspire Canadian space science

MOST = My Own Space Telescope

The MOST Team invites all students and 

amateur astronomers to submit proposals



403 years of

telescopic

discovery

… and counting

What if Galileo had a space telescope?



What if YOU had a space telescope?



YOU 
DO!

What if YOU had a space telescope?



A Grade 12 student proposal

Red giant metallicities and planet engulfment

Aliyah Babul, a Grade 12 student who volunteered with me

at UBC in summer 2012) submitted a proposal for MOST

from Vancouver Sun
newspaper article

in June 2013 about
MOST opportunities
for student & public 
research & learning



MOST
microsat

54 kg

CSA

BRITE Constellation

nanosats      6  × 7 kg

Canada, Austria, Poland

CoRoT
smallsat

630 kg

CNRS

Kepler
bigsat

NASA

5100 kg

launched
30 June 2003



MOST
microsat

54 kg

CSA

BRITE Constellation

nanosats      6  × 7 kg

Canada, Austria, Poland

CoRoT
smallsat

630 kg

CNRS

Kepler
bigsat

NASA

5100 kg

launched
30 June 2003

launched
Dec 2006

Convection
Rotation

& Transits



MOST
microsat

54 kg

CSA

BRITE Constellation

nanosats      6  × 7 kg

Canada, Austria, Poland

CoRoT
smallsat

630 kg

CNRS

Kepler
bigsat

NASA

5100 kg

launched
30 June 2003

launched
Dec 2006

Convection
Rotation

& Transits

Radiation-triggered break.

in link between instrument

and on-board computer

failed
2 Nov 2012



MOST
microsat

54 kg

CSA

BRITE Constellation

nanosats      6  × 7 kg

Canada, Austria, Poland

CoRoT
smallsat

630 kg

CNRS

Kepler
bigsat

NASA

5100 kg

launched
30 June 2003

launched
March 2009



MOST
microsat

54 kg

CSA

BRITE Constellation

nanosats      6  × 7 kg

Canada, Austria, Poland

CoRoT
smallsat

630 kg

CNRS

Kepler
bigsat

NASA

5100 kg

launched
30 June 2003

launched
March 2009

ACS failure
May 2013

Two of the 4 reaction wheels

which enabled the telescope

to fine-point at its target field

failed between Nov and May 



1 of 4 reaction wheels







MOST
microsat

54 kg

CSA

BRITE Constellation

nanosats      6  × 7 kg

Canada, Austria, Poland

CoRoT
smallsat

630 kg

CNRS

Kepler
bigsat

NASA

5100 kg

ACS failure
May 2013

failed
2 Nov 2012

still
operating



We are running with the BIG dogs!

Kepler

CoRoT

MOST



… and the big dogs have gotten tired

MOST

Kepler

We are running with the BIG dogs!



MOST
microsat

54 kg

CSA

BRITE Constellation

nanosats      6  × 7 kg

Canada, Austria, Poland

CoRoT
smallsat

630 kg

CNRS

Kepler
bigsat

NASA

5100 kg

ACS failure
May 2013

still
operating



 A wide field-of-view photometer . . .        

..which monitored about 160,000 stars for 4 years

..with enough precision to detect                           

..Earth-size planets in the Habitable Zone

The Kepler mission



 A wide field-of-view photometer                  . . 

..which monitored about 160,000 stars for 4 years

..with enough precision to detect                           

..Earth-size planets in the Habitable Zone

 Kepler has a 1.4-m primary mirror                    

..with an effective aperture of 95 cm

primary
mirror

Schmidt
corrector

The Kepler telescope



Kepler left our Earth to search for 

other Earths on 6 March 2009

The Kepler launch



The Kepler launch



The Kepler orbit

The spacecraft does

not orbit the Earth

It orbits the Sun

in an orbit like

the Earth’s

but trailing

our home world

Data were transmitted to Earth every month



The “eyes” of Kepler

The telescope focuses

light onto an array of 

42 CCD detectors



The “eyes” of Kepler

The telescope focuses

light onto an array of 

42 CCD detectors

Largest detector ever

for a NASA mission:

94.6 Megapixels



The “eyes” of Kepler

The telescope focuses

light onto an array of 

42 CCD detectors

Largest detector ever

for a NASA mission:

94.6 Megapixels

16 Megapixels



The “eyes” of Kepler

The telescope focuses

light onto an array of 

42 CCD detectors

Largest detector ever

for a NASA mission:

94.6 Megapixels

16 Megapixels



Searching for planets in the sky 

“The Eagle”



Searching for planets in the sky 

“The Eagle”



Searching for planets in the sky 

“The Angry Bird”



Searching for planets in the sky 



Searching for planets in the sky 

this part of

“The Swan”



Searching for planets in the sky 

this part of

“The            Swan”Angry            ?



Searching for planets in the sky 

this part of

“The Swan”



Searching for planets in the sky 



Searching for transits of planets 



Searching for transit vs. eclipse

total solar eclipse

The Moon passes directly
in front of the Sun, blocking

its bright disk completely



Searching for transit vs. eclipse

total solar eclipse

transit of Venus

The Moon passes directly
in front of the Sun, blocking

its bright disk completely

The planet Venus passes directly
in front of the Sun, blocking only
a tiny portion of its bright disk



Our planetary system

Transits of Mercury

The most recent 

transits of Mercury

occurred during 

November 1999 

and May 2003 

Transits occur in

our Solar System 

but are observed

from Earth only for 

Mercury and Venus



Transits of Venus in history

2004

Our planetary system

The first

transit of Venus

in modern times

occurred on 

8 June 2004



Transits of Venus in history

1882

Our planetary system

The last one

before that was

in 1882, so there 

was no human 

alive who had 

witnessed a transit 

of Venus with their 

own eyes on 

7 June 2004



Transits of Venus – goddess of love

Anita and I dated for two years

and are still good friends

My system

2004

Wanna see something 

no person alive today 

has ever witnessed? 

This turned out to be a.

pretty good pick-up line



Our planetary system

Transits of Venus in recent history

The last transit occurred on 5 June 2012



For the next transit 

after that you’ll 

have to wait until

December 2117 

Our planetary system

Transits of Venus in the future



Outside our planetary system

Jupiter
1% of the area

of the Sun (1/100)

Transits as would be seen by aliens

Earth
0.01% of the area

of the Sun (1/10,000)



Other planetary systems

Planets can be found 

through dips in starlight

when a planet passes

in front of a star in its orbit 

Transits of exoplanets



Planets can be found 

through dips in starlight

when a planet passes

in front of a star in its orbit 

Transits of exoplanets

The depth of such a dip 

(“transit”) tells us the 

diameter of the planet 

relative to the star

Other planetary systems

transit measured
by MOST satellite



Some Kepler transit light curves



To understand stars & planets 



To understand humans 



… you need a large sample 



… you need a large sample 



… you need a LARGE sample 



a city



a large city



a large city seen at night



a large city in the clouds



a large city in the clouds

seen at night



a large city in the clouds

seen at night



Milky Way

galaxy



a spiral galaxy

How ours would look from outside



a city of stars

Welcome to

THE MILKY WAY

Population:

400,000,000,000



a city of stars

Welcome to

THE MILKY WAY

Population:

400,000,000,000



a city of stars

Welcome to

THE MILKY WAY

Population:

400,000,000,000

WE
ARE

HERE
DOWNTOWN 



a city of stars
WE
ARE

HERE
DOWNTOWN 



Kepler monitored 

the light from 

160,000 stars

in this part 

of the sky

looking for

periodic dips

in brightness

as planets transit

their parent stars



This is the volume of space

searched by Kepler for new planets 



This is the volume of space

searched by Kepler for new planets 



Population of the Galactic city



Population of the Galactic city

The letters beneath each star are “spectral types” 

which astronomers use to sort stars by temperature

a star like.

our Sun



Population of the Galactic city



Population of the Galactic city

70% of the stars 

in the Milky Way 

are M dwarfs



Size matters not?
Judge me
by my size

do you?



Size matters not?
Judge me
by my size

do you?

Yoda visits Disneyland

And well
you should

not!



Size matters not?
Judge me
by my size

do you?

You should!

when you’re looking

for exoplanets

around stars

Small is

good!



An exoEarth transits a G2 dwarf

exoEarth
0.01% of the area

of the Sun (1/10,000)

very shallow transit signal



An exoEarth transits an M dwarf

exoEarth
0.1% of the area

of the Sun (1/1,000)

.

exoEarth
0.01% of the area

of the Sun (1/10,000)



exoEarth
0.1% of the area

of the Sun (1/1,000)

.

much deeper transit signal

An exoEarth transits an M dwarf



Planets that could support life

The question of life out there Or a fairy tale?





Jaymie



Venus

OUR SOLAR SYSTEM  

SUN



Venus

too

hot
500 °C

SUN



Venus Mars

OUR SOLAR SYSTEM  

SUN



Venus Mars

SUN



Venus Mars

– 60 °C

cold

500 °C too

SUN



Venus Earth Mars

OUR SOLAR SYSTEM  

SUN



SUN

Venus Earth

just right 

Mars

15 °C

– 60 °C

500 °C

OUR SOLAR SYSTEM  



Venus Earth Mars

OUR SOLAR SYSTEM  

100 °C 0 °C

THE HABITABLE ZONE

SUN



Venus Earth Mars

OUR SOLAR SYSTEM  

100 °C 0 °C

THE HABITABLE ZONE

SUN

Planets around a “stellar campfire”



ANOTHER SOLAR SYSTEM  

100 °C 0 °C

THE HABITABLE ZONE

a red
dwarf

Planets around a “stellar match”

distance
of

Earth



The Habitable Zone



exoplanet Kepler 22 b



Exoplanets 
artist’s conception



Alien worlds 
artist’s conception



Alien worlds  like Tatooine  

scene from the surface of a planet
orbiting twin suns (a binary star)

fictional film



scene from the surface of a planet
orbiting twin suns (a binary star)

Alien worlds  like Kepler 47  

artist’s conception of a real system







Alien worlds 
artist’s conception



Alien worlds  like Pandora  
James Cameron’s conception



Alien worlds  like Pandora  
scene from Avatar



Alien worlds  like Pandora  
scene from Avatar



HD 80606



HD 80606

 distance from Earth = 58 light years  
 one of a pair of stars similar to the Sun
 in the part of the sky with the Big Dipper



ExoPlanet Earth

Our planet 

has a nearly 

circular orbit 

with a period 

of 365¼ days

Sun



This planet 

has a very 

oval orbit 

with a period 

of   112  days

that swoops

barely above

the surface of 

its parent star

star exoplanet
orbit of

ExoPlanet HD 80806 b



The planet moves 

fastest when it is 

closest to the star

Its distance from 

the star changes 

dramatically

in only a few days



The fast change

in sunlight changes 

the whole planet’s 

weather in just

a few hours

The planet moves 

fastest when it is 

closest to the star

Its distance from 

the star changes 

dramatically

in only a few days



The fast change

in sunlight changes 

the whole planet’s 

weather in just

a few hours

Climate change?

A rise of..

1 or 2° Celsius..

in a century? 



Climate change?

A rise of..

1 or 2° Celsius..

in a century?

How about..

400°C in a week!!

A climate.

rollercoaster.



 today’s high = 1400 °C

 high stellar winds

 clear
HD 80606b

today
Weather forecast on HD 80606b



 today’s high = 1400 °C

 high stellar winds

 clear
HD 80606b

a long time ago
Weather forecast on Alderaan



Weather on a real alien world

models of the weather on exoplanet HD 80806 b



Alien worlds  like Pandora  
scene from Avatar



Where will Avatar 2

be set?

?



superEarths

solid iron inner core

liquid iron outer core

semi-solid rock mantle
solid rock crust



superEarths

solid iron inner core

liquid iron outer core

semi-solid rock mantle
solid rock crust



dense transiting superEarths

MOST  and  superEarths

The radii of two of the 

dense superEarths: 

the known sample of 17 

have been measured 

accurately thanks to 

MOST photometry

Most of the others are

from Kepler & CoRoT data
55 Cnc e



dense transiting superEarths

MOST  and  superEarths

The radii of two of the 

dense superEarths in 

the known sample of 17 

have been measured 

accurately thanks to 

MOST photometry

Most of the others are

from Kepler & CoRoT data
55 Cnc e



dense transiting superEarths

The radii of two of the 

dense superEarths in 

the known sample of 17 

have been measured 

accurately thanks to 

MOST photometry

Most of the others are

from Kepler & CoRoT data

We are running

with the BIG dogs!

Kepler

CoRoT

MOST

MOST  and  superEarths



dense transiting superEarths

The radii of two of the 

dense superEarths in 

the known sample of 17 

have been measured 

accurately thanks to 

MOST photometry

Most of the others are

from Kepler & CoRoT data

… and the big dogs

have gotten tired

MOST
Kepler

MOST  and  superEarths



“terra” superEarthss

solid iron inner core

liquid iron outer core

semi-solid rock mantle
solid rock crust



superEarthsocean



superEarthsocean

Diana Valencia



Where will Avatar 2

be set?

?



Where will Avatar 2

be set?

James Cameron 

claims the next Avatar

movie is set on an 

ocean superEarth 



Earth’s oceans

volume of ocean
1.4 billion km3 1000 billion km3



Earth’s oceans

volume of ocean
1.4 billion km3 1000 billion km3

= 200 million cubic metres 
for every person on Earth



Earth’s oceans

volume of ocean
1.4 billion km3 1000 billion km3

=     7 million cubic metres 
for every person, animal and bird on Earth

= 3,000 Olympic swimming pools each



Earth’s oceans

volume of ocean
1.4 billion km3 1000 billion km3

But the amount of drinkable water
accessible to each human on Earth
would barely fill 3 swimming pools



Earth’s oceans

volume of ocean
1.4 billion km3 1000 billion km3

But the amount of drinkable water
accessible to each human on Earth
would barely fill 3 swimming pools

Doh!
I forgot about
the plants and
the insects!!!



Earth’s oceans

volume of ocean
1.4 billion km3 1000 billion km3

But the amount of drinkable water
accessible to each human on Earth
would barely fill 1 swimming pool



Earth’s oceans

volume of ocean
1.4 billion km3 1000 billion km3

But the amount of drinkable water
accessible to each human on Earth
would barely fill 1 swimming pool



Earth 

volume of ocean
1.4 billion km3 1000 billion km3



Earth vs. an aqua-superEarth

volume of ocean
1.4 billion km3 1000 billion km3



EARTHLING’S PLANET

COVERED IN PUDDLES



OUR GALAXY IS FILLED

WITH ALIEN WORLDS!!!!



OUR GALAXY IS FILLED

WITH ALIEN WORLDS!!!!



bus shelter ad

for Science World

encouraging 

scientific enquiry

I’m afraid

I may not

have left

time for

questions

Thanks

for listening



If you have more questions after today 

e-mail me at: matthews@astro.ubc.ca
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